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The history of the life sciences in Germany, along with the history of science more generally, has had an interesting if tangential relationship to the Sonderweg tradition. On the one hand, National Socialism has cast a long shadow back onto the history of nineteenth-century German science, particularly the history of German Darwinism. 2 On the other hand, science was one arena in which certain aspects of Germany's special path were seen to have been more blessing than curse. The strength of German science, the sociologist Joseph Ben-David argued in an influential early study, could be traced to the peculiarities of German social and political history-a weak middle class juxtaposed with a strong state. Unable to count on the middle-class public support enjoyed by their peers in France and Britain, German scientists sought out state patronage instead, and the modern research university, with its palatial and productive institutes, was born. Fueled by competition among Germany's many different educational centers, this powerful new kind of institution became the source of German scientific preeminence. 3 Until recently, the growth of German science within the universities (and a handful of allied research institutes) continued to receive the lion's share of historical attention. This has left us with a picture of German science quite It was a civic affair of Mechanics Institutes and natural history societies, an enterprise discussed in general review journals and populated by a wide range of people, from artisans to gentlemen-philosophers, with only the occasional appearance of a university professor. German science, in contrast, was specialized, university-centered, and professionalized from an early stage. Civic clubs, artisan botanists, gentleman-naturalists in country houses-individuals and groups such as these, one could have easily assumed until a few years ago, were alien to the German context. While the scholarly literature on Germany has been far from blind to interactions among science, economics, and politics, in most cases historians have focused primarily on how state and economic interests helped to secure the status and resources needed by modern specialized disciplines. 4 If recent work in social and political history has made nineteenth-century Germany appear less peculiar than was once the case, the works under review here perform an analogous service for the history of the German life sciences. This is true in two different ways. First of all, Sander Gliboff and Robert Richards reconnect the German evolutionary tradition to its British counterpart, not only disproving the oft-repeated but ill-founded assertion that German Darwinism was one of the primary wellsprings of Nazi ideology, but also arguing against an older picture of the Germans as unreliable disciples whose version of Darwinism departed radically from the initial vision of Darwin himself. Secondly, Nicolaas Rupke, Lynn Nyhart, and Jonathan Harwood all shed light on new corners of German scientific life, venturing out beyond universities and research institutes to explore museums, schools, civic organizations, and public memorial culture. German political life. Building on earlier work by scholars such as Glenn Penny, Andrew Zimmermann, and, most importantly, Andreas Daum, these books paint the history of German science on a much broader canvas than was once standard issue. 6 Far from displacing past work on the German university tradition, however, this new literature builds on it in productive ways, helping to clarify what was unique about the German university setting, and also, by extension, allowing more robust comparisons between Germany and other national contexts.
DARWI N I N G E R M A N Y
Sander Gliboff's succinct and insightful new book offers a good starting point for a discussion about German science in comparative perspective. In this study of the German translation of Darwin's Origin, Gliboff compares German and English evolutionary biology and illustrates what was undeniably special about the German case-a particular vision of Wissenschaft that found its highest embodiment in the university. The first German translator of Darwin, H. G. Bronn, was a university professor par excellence. Typical of his clade, Bronn's primary intellectual goal was to see his own specialty of paleontology placed within a unified natural science characterized by universal laws. In contrast, Darwin, a country squire of independent means, was steeped in the gentlemanly world of British animal breeding and William Paley's natural theology. The dog and pigeon breeds Darwin described were largely foreign to Bronn, and so were the Englishman's Paleyan strategies of argumentation. But Gliboff also points out that these two men shared more than previous historians have assumed. A strong link between evolutionary thought and embryology has long been seen as a particularity of the German tradition, and according to an older literature, the analogies the Germans drew between the way individual organisms developed and the process through which new species emerged kept them from fully understanding Darwin's theory, which relied so heavily on individual variation and adaptation. The Germans were also seen as wedded to the idea of transcendental or ideal types, nonmaterial blueprints that guided the development of living organisms. 7 Gliboff argues instead that early nineteenth-century German evolutionists (or transformationists, in the terminology of the time) were, in fact, not particularly indebted to embryological comparisons for their convictions, and their use of the type concept, far from being a straightjacket, was both highly differentiated and empirically useful. German scholars, like their British counterparts, also cared about adaptation and variation. Indeed, explaining nature's variety was one of Bronn's own scientific goals, and it was in this spirit that he welcomed Darwin's book, although not without qualifications.
Bronn's attempts to square the persistence of organic types with nature's equally obvious variety was a cause carried forward in the second half of the nineteenth century by the man who became Darwin's greatest German champion, Ernst Haeckel (1834-1919). Together with Robert Richards's spirited new biography, Gliboff's book offers a defense of Haeckel, a figure surrounded by controversy in his own day and under heavy censure ever since. Previous historians have argued that Haeckel's commitment to the "biogenetic law," which stated that the evolutionary history of an animal can be seen in the course of its embryological development, distorted the reception of Darwin's theory in Germany. Though Gliboff and Richards differ on several key issues, both scholars portray Haeckel as an accomplished researcher whose thought was in many ways very close to that of his master Charles Darwin. Haeckel had a much greater appreciation for the intricacies of adaptation and individual variation than past historians have recognized, while Darwin granted more importance to embryological evidence than often assumed.
Perhaps the greatest stain on Haeckel's reputation, however, has been the claim that his work provided a major source for Nazi ideology. In fact, the Jena professor was a philosemite whose nationalism was of the middle-class liberal variety common in the period, and he supported a number of progressive causes. The evidence that his thought was an important reference point for the Nazis has never been particularly strong, and Gliboff and Richards's books should hopefully put to bed the idea that Haeckel is best understood as a proto-Nazi.
Richards and Gliboff both agree that German Darwinism, previously much maligned, was not a pathological version of its English counterpart. But they also part ways on several central interpretive points. They disagree about whether or not theories of embryological recapitulation informed theories of evolution in the early nineteenth century (Richards sees the latter emerging out of the former; Gliboff does not).
8 They also come down differently on the role of the idealist and Romantic tradition in Haeckel's thought. Gliboff posits a much stronger break. According to him, while German biologists may have continued to use idealist terminology, these concepts had lost their idealist content by mid-century and were being used for new ends. Richards, in contrast, sees Romantic science as part of the generative force that flowed through Haeckel's life.
Their difference of opinion on Haeckel's lineage stems partly from the different parameters they set for evaluating what counts as idealist or Romantic influence. Gliboff offers a careful genealogy of Haeckel's central intellectual categories to make his case, showing that Haeckel was interested in a mechanical and nonteleological account of nature very different from the one sought by early nineteenth-century idealist thinkers. Richards's Romantic portrait of Haeckel draws on a wider variety of materials. Haeckel's private life and his adventures as a fiery public intellectual are major foci of Richards's study. Though he agrees with Gliboff that Haeckel's thought was not teleological, Richards describes the Romantic legacy as a spirit animating Haeckel's life, a force that pulsed through his hometown of Jena, giving shape to the most private yearnings of his soul. Haeckel infused his work with aesthetic and moral concerns; he read his own personal trials, triumphs, and ambitions through the pages of Goethe and Alexander von Humboldt, and it is first and foremost on this evidence that Richards sees Haeckel as a man cast from a Romantic mold. 9. The label "Romantic" is itself used in inconsistent ways in the scholarship on Germany, with literary scholars applying it much more narrowly than historians of science. On the difficulties of period labels for this particular era of German cultural history, see Joachim Whaley, "The Both of these approaches have value, and are perhaps less irreconcilable than they appear at first glance. Gliboff rightly points out that Haeckel used words like "type" and "perfection" very differently than his idealist antecedents, yet Richards is equally persuasive when he argues that there was an important strain within late nineteenth-century biological thought that continued the Romantic era's interest in the aesthetic and moral dimensions of both science and nature. 10 By casting a brighter light on unexplored aspects of German Darwinism, these two authors throw into relief another area about which we still need to know much more, namely the relationship between science and religion in nineteenth-century Germany. Haeckel's crisis of religious belief is a crucial turning point in Richards's narrative of the biologist's life, and Haeckel's battles with the Darwinian Jesuit Erich Wasmann make for one of the most entertaining chapters of Richards's story. We have only the sketchiest of backgrounds against which to place these dramatic events, however. Gliboff asserts that there simply was no German analogue to Britain's prominent natural theological tradition, but this view seems to be more an artifact of a current gap in the secondary literature than an accurate image of nineteenth-century German culture. While there are a few excellent older works relevant to this general topic, as well as a few recent studies, we still have nothing on Germany to equal the extensive literature on science and religion in nineteenth-century Britain. This is not because there is no story to be told. 11 This topic seems all the more timely because the history of religion has been one of the most innovative areas of nineteenth-century German history for the past two decades. 12 An older picture of the nineteenth century as predominantly secular has largely crumbled, and this area is one where historians of science could make valuable contributions to an evolving debate.
TH E WI D E WO R L D O F G E R M A N S C I E N C E
For good reasons, Gliboff and Richards chose to study university professors, German science's conventional leading men. Lynn Nyhart, Jonathan Harwood, and Nicolaas Rupke all tell tales with less familiar protagonists. In Modern Nature, Nyhart uncovers the roots of ecological thinking in Germany's museums, schools, and civic scientific societies. Harwood's Technology's Dilemma examines the forces that shaped Germany's little-studied institutions for agricultural education. Nicolaas Rupke's metabiography of Alexander von Humboldt explores not the famous man's own life, but the various agendas of the people who memorialized him from the mid-nineteenth century until today. Taken together, these three books open up exciting new horizons for the history of the German life sciences.
Nyhart's first book on German morphology was an exemplary study of the rise of a new discipline within a university context. 13 Modern Nature, her second book, makes a convincing case that high academic culture was not the only site of scientific innovation in nineteenth-century Germany. Her study opens with the career of taxidermist Philipp Martin, a self-educated and enterprising man of modest origins who cobbled together a living through his love of natural history and his skill at taxidermy. Throughout his varied career, Martin castigated the academic establishment for its failure to attend to what he considered the lifeblood of natural history-the study of animals' living interactions with each other and with the world around them. From these humble beginnings, Nyhart traces the development of a "biological perspective" within German science (in the late nineteenth century, Biologie referred to the field we now call ecology). This biological approach first appeared in the projects of taxidermists, zoo directors, and schoolteachers, and it spread through museum exhibits and school curricula out to many segments of German society before finally giving birth to a professional scientific field. Many of Nyhart's characters were at the margins of Germany's high academic culture (or at least started out there), but she shows that these men nonetheless belong squarely at the center of the history of modern ecology. Famous figures like Humboldt and Darwin are, to use her words, ghosts and shadows in her story, but not central actors.
In his history of German agricultural education, Jonathan Harwood also introduces us to a wide range of historical actors who had a vested interest in understanding living organisms. He opens one section of his introduction with the question, "Whatever happened to the history of agriculture?" and his book makes a strong case that it is high time for a revival of interest in this field. A few of the agricultural programs he examines were housed in universities, but most were not, and in all cases the agricultural sciences' relationship to the high academic tradition was ambivalent. Furthermore, Harwood shows how agricultural institutes developed within a complex field of educational, governmental, and economic pressures, perpetually steering a course between two visions of what an agricultural education ought to be, either "scientific" or "practical" (terms whose ambiguity Harwood recognizes by placing them in quotation marks throughout much of the text).
These two books uncover a rich institutional and cultural landscape ripe for further exploration. The wide-angle view that Nyhart has brought to the history of ecology would likely be illuminating in other areas of nineteenth-century biology as well. The science of animal behavior offers perhaps the most obvious example. Animal psychology was a favorite topic for popular scientific writing in the second half of the nineteenth century, and one wonders if the prehistory of ethology might not look much like the history of Nyhart's biological perspective.
14 The agricultural settings that Harwood discusses should also provide promising ground for further research. Questions about mechanisms of inheritance and the causes of individual variation were central issues in evolutionary theory and genetics; they were also, of course, of great practical concern to animal and plant breeders. In a previous article Harwood has shown that plant breeding provided an important context for the rediscovery of Mendel around 1900. 15 He revisits this issue briefly in the book, and one wonders if there is not more to be said about the interplay between agricultural practice and biological thought, particularly earlier in the century. 16 Like Nyhart and Harwood's works, Nicolaas Rupke's book on Alexander von Humboldt raises a number of interesting questions about the broader standing of professional disciplinary science. Nineteenth-century Germans considered Humboldt the greatest German scientist of their age, and his public image, carefully analyzed by Rupke, is instructive in several regards. Insofar as Humboldt stood as a symbol for the power of science, such science was neither specialized nor disciplinary: it was publicly accessible, imbued with literary values, and deeply intertwined with national politics. Humboldt first won his place in the German cultural pantheon as a celebrated generalist and an elegant stylist, someone who had made the fruits of science widely available to the German people. Humboldt was also, first and foremost, a political figure, and as Rupke shows, narratives of his life shifted as Germany's political culture changed. In the mid-nineteenth century, liberals claimed Humboldt as a fellow traveler, a man who shared their desire for reform. They also praised him as a gifted artist-scientist whose masterpiece Kosmos belonged to the canon of great German literary works. 17 In the Wilhelmine and Weimar periods, Humboldt became a Darwinian Monist à la Haeckel, and a more chauvinistically coded symbol of Germany's cultural superiority. He was an example of Aryan racial superiority for the Nazis, a miner and champion of the oppressed for the East Germans, and a cosmopolitan philosemite in the postwar West.
Despite Humboldt's abiding cultural importance, when a group of late nineteenth-century scientific specialists got together to write a comprehensive study of his accomplishments, they were left with little to show for their efforts (they all published thick volumes anyway). Carved up to fit within the narrow compartments of professional disciplinary science, Humboldt did not cut a particularly impressive figure. For his public legacy, Rupke notes, this was all rather beside the point, and this gives us an indication of the very real limits of disciplinary science as a form of cultural authority. Indeed, visible throughout these books are the perils and weaknesses of modern disciplinarity. Harwood shows that many farmers' organizations looked askance at professors whose profiles were too academic, and such concerns sometimes influenced appointments. Nyhart also reminds us that other people within German society listened only selectively to the advice of professors, particularly when they were the bearers of bad news. Karl Möbius's warning that seeding oyster beds would be a waste of time fell on deaf ears.
High academic science is a strong presence in all of these works. It was the power against which Nyhart's early band of outsiders revolted, it provided many (though not all) of the curators of Humboldt's memory, and it embodied the ideal to which many of Harwood's agriculture professors aspired. Nonetheless, taken collectively, these books suggest that the next task for historians of German science may be to spend more time exploring the failures and limits of professional, disciplinary science as a locus of cultural authority. These works depict a science whose public authority depended as much on its synthetic power and public accessibility as on its technical chops. The past several decades of research have shown us the tools and strategies that built specialized, disciplinary German science. Where within German culture did the authority of the specialized expert break down? And what models of knowledge were offered as counterproposals?
These questions take the history of science right into the central dramas of German political history. The agricultural interest groups Harwood examines ran experiment stations and meddled in professorial appointments. They were more famous, however, as political actors, part of the Coalition of Iron and Rye. It would be fascinating to know more about the interrelationship between these two sets of activities. Similarly, Nyhart argues that the "biological perspective," with its concern for place and belonging, was much more than just a scientific research program. It was a strategy Germans used to deal with the
